
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Hoshino Resorts Press Release 

 
HOSHINOYA Tokyo (Otemachi, Tokyo) 

Selected for Travel + Leisure’s 

 “World’s Best Awards 2020 Top Hotels in Tokyo” 
 
Travel + Leisure (publisher Meredith Corporation) has selected HOSHINOYA Tokyo, operated by 
Hoshino Resorts (headquarters in Nagano, Japan; CEO Yoshiharu Hoshino), for the “World’s Best 
Awards 2020 Top Hotels in Tokyo” and has been announced on 8 July 2020. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Travel + Leisure, published by Meredith Corporation, is a travel magazine based in New York City, New 
York with readers all over the world. First issued in 1937, it has become one of the leading international 
travel magazines with over 6.1 million readers. Marking its 25th anniversary, the “World’s Best Awards” 
is based on an annual reader survey, rating the best for several categories. For hotels, the rating is 
based on the overall assessment of the property, location, service, and meals.  
 
HOSHINOYA Tokyo opened in July of 2016 at Otemachi, a financial district located in the heart of Tokyo. 
With two basement floors and 17 floors above ground, it is a “tower of ryokan (Japanese style inn)”. It 
is common for traditional ryokans to be a single story building and to be located outside the city but here, 
each floor of 6 rooms represents a small ryokan and it is piled up to create a “tower of ryokan” in an 
urban setting. The interior is furnished with tatami (mat of woven straw) and can only be entered after 
taking off the shoes at the main entrance. Whilst keeping the comfort of modern life, guest rooms 
incorporate essences from traditional, Japanese lifestyles, which include the use of tatami, shoji (paper 
doors), furniture made with bamboo and chestnut wood. We will continue to convey Japanese culture 
through seasonal decorations and activities, as well as omotenashi, Japanese hospitality, for guests to 
have a fulfilling experience at HOSHINOYA Tokyo. 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Hoshino Resorts Press Release 

 
HOSHINOYA Tokyo: Awards List 
2017 

・Condé Nast Traveler “Hot List 2017”, “Readers’ Choice Awards 2017 Top Hotels in Japan” 

・TATLER Travel Guide 2017 “Best City Hotels” 

・AHEAD Global Award 2017 “Best Urban Hotel”, “Best New Concept”, “The Asia Hotel Design of the 

Year” 

・Hotel Investment Conference Asia Pacific (HICAP) First place for the “Reggie Shiu Development of 

the Year” Award 
 
2018 

・Condé Nast Traveler “Gold List 2018”, “Readers’ Choice Awards 2018 Top Hotels in Japan” 

・TripAdvisor® First place for the “Top 20 Ryokans in Japan by International Travelers 2018” 

 
2019 

・Condé Nast Traveler “Readers’ Choice Awards 2019 Top Hotels in Japan” 

・AHEAD Global Award 2019 “Urban Hotel – Newbuild”, “AHEAD Global New Concept Award” 

 
2020 

・Condé Nast Traveler “Gold List 2020” 

 
Details of HOSHINOYA Tokyo 

Address: 1-9-1 Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo  

Reservation Center: +81-(0)50-3786-1144 

Number of Rooms: 84  

Check-in: 3:00pm/ Check-out: 12:00pm 

Nightly Price: from 84,000JPY per room (excluding tax, service charge and meals) 

Website: https://hoshinoya.com/en  

 

About HOSHINOYA 

HOSHINOYA is the luxury flagship brand of Hoshino Resorts. Every 

establishment is situated in a location that offers a rich environment of 

sophisticated cultures and traditions and stunning seasonal sights, sounds, and 

flavors - the essence that inspires its every luxury and pleasure and enriches its 

contemporary comforts. 

 

About Hoshino Resorts 

For inquiries about this press release,  

please contact Hoshino Resorts PR 

global@hoshinoresort.com 

Hoshino Resorts was first established as a Japanese inn/ryokan by Kasuke 
Hoshino in 1914 in Karuizawa in Nagano Prefecture before it began the operation 
of other resorts in Japan. Today, it has evolved into a highly influential hotel 
management company and is run by 4th-generation family member Yoshiharu 
Hoshino. Providing a unique experience focused on the local charms of each 
destination and a high level of omotenashi, Japanese-style hospitality, the 
company has expanded rapidly out of Karuizawa since 2001 and now operates 
more than 40 facilities both in and outside Japan under five distinct brands: 
HOSHINOYA, KAI, RISONARE, OMO, and BEB. 

https://hoshinoya.com/

